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■ Locating the data
“Where are the data I need?”

■ Acquiring the data
“How quickly and inexpensively can I get the data?”

■ Understanding and using the data
“Now that I have the data, what do they mean and how

do I use them?”

User needs



Locating the data

■ How to identify the proper data archive(s)
■ data centers
■ other institutions - universities, etc.
■ individuals

■ How to find specific data base(s) in the holdings of
the archive(s)

■ online catalog
■ site search engine
■ hunt-and-peck browsing

■ Dedicated systems (e.g., Global Change Data and
Information System, NASA Global Change Master
Directory)

■ Web search tools (Google, Ask Jeeves, …)



Global Change Data and Information System



Global Change Master Directory



Web search engines



Acquiring the data

■ “Traditional” (user writes/calls/faxes/emails, then
data are shipped)

■ magnetic tape
■ diskette
■ CD
“You can’t beat the baud rate of Federal Express”

■ Online
■ web page (“Save As…”)
■ ftp



Data distribution media: a pre-WWW view
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Understanding and using the data

■ What do the data mean?
■ format
■ variable names
■ units
■ missing-value indicators
■ etc.



Data contributor concerns

■ Convenience (i.e., no additional effort)
■ typically, little or no funding for data management
■ typically, no rewards for data management

■ Intellectual property rights
■ researchers like to see data publications with their names
■ reluctance to release data to public before researchers have published



Challenges for the data center

■ Managing data
■ long-term archive

■ sufficient disk storage
■ periodic migrations to newer media
■ unique file names
■ catalogs

■ up-to-date holdings
■ current
■  periodically revised as necessary

■ Satisfying needs of the users
■ Satisfying concerns of the data contributors



The Carbon Dioxide Information
Analysis Center

Providing a wide variety of data and information products to
the global-change community since 1982, on behalf of the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Office of Biological and
Environmental Research



CDIAC’s carbon cycle data

atmospheric CO2

ocean carbon

fossil-fuel CO2 emissions

land-use carbon fluxes

terrestrial-atmospheric
carbon fluxes

vegetation response to
elevated CO2
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Topics covered

■ atmospheric trace gases (CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, CFCs,
and aerosols)

■ global carbon cycle
■ long-term climate records
■ coastal vulnerability to rising sea level
■ demographics
■ land use and ecosystems
■ oceanic trace gases
■ solar and atmospheric radiation
■ trace gas emissions
■ vegetation response to CO2 and climate



■ Unrestricted, free distribution of data products
■ Serve all users, across the technological spectrum
■ Credit the data contributors
■ Be more than a “virtual data center” or “Web

pointer”
■ Enhance the usefulness of data through:

■ quality assurance
■ documentation - the “20-year” rule
■ integration

CDIAC’s philosophy



Credit the data contributors

Why do this?

 It’s the right thing
to do!

 If we don’t, PIs
won’t send data to
us!

CITE AS: Keeling, C.D., and T.P. Whorf. 1994. Atmospheric CO2 records from sites in the SIO air sampling network. pp. 16-26.
In T.A. Boden, D.P. Kaiser, R.J. Sepanski, and F.W. Stoss (eds.), Trends ‘93: A Compendium of Data on Global Change.
ORNL/CDIAC-65. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., U.S.A.



Be more than a “virtual data
center” or a “Web pointer”

Who adds value to the data?

Who guarantees long-term archive?



“Sorry, the page you’re trying to reach…”



Enhancing the usefulness of data

■ quality assurance
■ assume that no data base arrives in perfect shape
■ outliers, keypunch errors, unlikely combinations of values

■ documentation - the “20-year” rule
■ Can a user, especially one not an expert in the particular discipline of

the data base, understand and use the data 20 years from now?
■ variable names, units, missing values versus zero
■ how the data were obtained
■ data reduction algorithms
■ appropriate applications for the data

■ integration
■ bring together separate data bases, on a common basis, to meet the

needs of the users



Development of CDIAC’s global
CO2 emissions data base

Data on fossil-fuel production, gas flaring, cement manufacture, and population 
from a variety of sources were integrated into a single data base



Global total CO2 emissions from fossil fuels



Top 20 (1998 total CO2 emissions)
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1990 gridded population

(data from Li, CDIAC DB1016)



Gridded global CO2 emissions



Latitudinal distribution of CO2 emissions



Coastal Hazards Data Base

Elevation
Geology

and
Geomorphology

Sea-Level
Trends

Local Shoreline
Displacement

Tidal Range
and

Wave Height

Integrated Data Base

Geographic Information System

Final Product: NDP

Principal Investigator
Sign-Off

Quality Assurance

Documentation



Assessment of coastal vulnerability

 Use of Coastal
Hazards Data Base
and Coastal
Vulnerability Index
(CVI) to identify areas
in Mississippi Delta at
risk from rising sea
level



Contents of a typical Numeric Data Package

■ name/affiliation of contributors
■ ASCII data files (ARC/INFO export files or

spreadsheet files where appropriate)
■ SAS and FORTRAN data retrieval programs
■ methodology (e.g., sampling, calibration)
■ applications and limitations
■ description of CDIAC’s quality assurance

checks
■ partial data listings, integrity checks for data

transport
■ full reprints of pertinent literature



Contents of a typical online data base

■ name/affiliation of contributors
■ ASCII data files
■ graphics
■ readme file



AmeriFlux: A dynamic, online database

Providing access to data
on biosphere-atmosphere
CO2  flux measurements
in the Americas



Request statistics
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Technology upgrades & media migrations
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CDIAC’s World-Wide-Web Home Page

http://cdiac.ornl.gov


